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Nonprofits To Cash
In on Petro’s Help

A recent Downtown Schools for Boston meeting
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Push for a School
On Hill Is Reborn
Basharat Sheikh and Donna Petro
by Eddie Small
Courant News Writer

after 10 years at Cambridge trust
Company, Beacon hill resident donna
Petro has decided to retire.

“i turned 65 last June, and all of a sudden i realized, what am i waiting for?” she
said. “i feel good. i feel healthy. it’s a good
time to get out there and start doing some
Continued on page 13

by Eddie Small
Courant News Writer

the movement to bring a public school to
downtown Boston is heating up again, and people are optimistic that, this time, it might actually
work.
on december 7, the recently formed group
downtown Schools for Boston held a recruitment meeting at 127 mount Vernon Street to
discuss why they wanted a public elementary
school in the neighborhood and how they could
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get one there. one of the main reasons attendees
emphasized was how much easier a school would
make it for parents with young children to stay in
the city.
“i’m surrounded by families who are forced to
make the choice between paying to put their kids
into private schools or moving out,” said ania
Camargo, one of the leaders of downtown
Schools for Boston.
about a dozen people attended the meeting,
Continued on page 14
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Tiffany Glass
continued from page 1
since then.
“When you walk in, it’s virtually the
way it was in the 1890s,” said James.
Earlier this month, the church celebrated the reinstallation of one of the
Tiffany glass windows, which had to
be restored after a burglar broke it.
“It took a year to restore because we
couldn’t find the right glass,” said
James, adding that the remaining 41
windows also need to be fixed.
Before that can begin, the church
has to fix its five regular windows,
which have been in place since the
church was built in the 1860s.
The windows in the church are
Tiffany’s earlier work, which James
characterized as darker in color and
less flowery than the artist’s later
designs.
“They have more intense colors,”
said James. “They have more gravitas,

they’re a bit more serious.”
Tiffany’s intricately and brightly colored stained glass first grabbed the
country’s attention at the World’s
Columbian Expo in 1893, according
to James.
Later that fall, the Church of the
Covenant, which was then known as
the Central Congregational Church,
brought in a new minister who set out
to transform the interior of the church.
The minister hired Tiffany to
redesign the church, which included a
plan to slowly install new stained glass
windows.
Members of the church then began
to sponsor individual Tiffany windows. Of the 42 windows, 20 commemorate deceased parishioners and
were sponsored by their family members.
“Most of those windows are memorials,” said James. “The individuals
with money gave memorials to somebody. That’s why we don’t have all of
them as memorials. I assume they ran
out of people who could pay for it.”
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School on Hill
continued from page 7
including City Councilor Mike Ross,
who was a key figure in the failed
attempt to get a public school on
Beacon Hill roughly 10 years ago at 67
Brimmer Street, the building that now
houses the Park Street School.
However, he cited a few key differences
between then and now that he felt
could make the current effort more
successful, including stronger support
from Mayor Thomas Menino, the
involvement of downtown neighborhoods besides Beacon Hill, and a
greater willingness among families to
send their children to public schools.
“Parents are now considering
schools that they hadn’t before,” Ross
said.
Attendees also mentioned that
downtown Boston had become a more
family-oriented area over the past few
years, further demonstrating the

Police
continued from page 1
Thanksgiving to New Year’s Eve,
according to Police Superintendent
William Evans. The main reasons
behind this are to increase police visibility and deter crime at a time of year
when the city can get especially crowded and busy.
“We just want to make sure everyone feels safe with the officers out
there,” Evans said.
One particularly strong concern for
police during the holidays is car breakins, according to Evans. He said that
often people will go into a store, drop
some presents off in their car, and then
continue shopping. These piles of
unwatched gifts can provide tempting

Comm Ave.
continued from page 1
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fixed. They have already installed six
new poles between Clarendon and
Dartmouth Streets, and they plan to
put additional poles and bases between
Arlington and Dartmouth Streets
within the next month and a half.
“I do know that we’ve made
progress in getting those lights back
on,” he said. “We’re not 100 percent
there yet.”
Within the next six months, DPW
will also look to find an appropriate
LED bulb to replace the streetlights’
incandescent bulbs in hopes of making these outages less frequent.
Mayrl said that the underlying
problem with the mall was not its
streetlights but its electrical infrastructure, which is more than 100 years old.
Therefore, when a light goes out, it is

importance of establishing a public
school. Between the 2000 and 2010
censuses, for instance, the number of
children under five years old living in
the Back Bay and on Beacon Hill
increased from 674 to 880, according
to the Boston Redevelopment
Authority.
“No matter how you slice it, there
are more families,” said Camargo.
Camargo laid out three main goals
for the organization at the meeting: get
a new school in downtown Boston by
September 2014, keep middle class
families downtown, and make sure the
proposed school is high quality. She
stressed that these were just the group’s
initial goals and that, eventually, they
would like to see additional schools in
the neighborhood.
“We start with one,” she said, “but
let’s not end with one.”
Camargo also emphasized how
important it would be to expand the
number of people involved with the
group to make it more effective. As of
December 12, their database contains

165 people, a number she would like to
see increase to between 1,000 and
2,000 people.
Andrea Killory, who attended the
meeting and has lived on Beacon Hill
for about 10 years, said she would love
to see a public school come to the
neighborhood. She has two children,
ages one and three, and is trying to figure out now whether she will need to
move to send them to school.
“It’s a nice place to raise your kids, so
I’d love to be able to stay,” she said.
Beacon Hill resident Christian Rail,
who also attended the meeting and has
a one-year-old son, is already trying to
make the same decision.
“When the kid is born, you start figuring out, ok, ‘where do we want to
live?’” he said.
Downtown Schools for Boston will
have its next meeting in late January.
The exact date and location have yet
to be determined. Anyone interested
in learning more about the organization can sign up at downtownschools.org/signup.html.

targets for criminals.
“People sometimes get desperate
during the holidays,” he said. “They
might be down on their luck.”
Evans said he hoped the additional
police officers would help to discourage such break-ins, but he added that
shoppers could help prevent these
crimes as well by simply not leaving
their purchases visible.
“We really want to discourage people from doing that,” he said. “If you’re
going to put things in your car, at least
put them in your trunk and out of
sight.”
Many local business leaders were
appreciative of BPD’s increased presence in their neighborhoods during
one of the busier times of the year.
“I think it’s helpful,” said Meg
Mainzer-Cohen, president of the Back

Bay Association. “I think it creates an
increased level of security in the neighborhood.”
Beacon Hill Business Association
President Lisa Osterfeld agreed.
“I think it’s great because we do see
an increase in shoplifting this time of
year,” she said. “So yeah, of course more
police presence is always welcome.”
Evans emphasized that the additional police officers were not only out to
prevent crime but also to serve as
ambassadors of the neighborhood.
They can help people with anything
from directions to finding a good place
to eat, he said.
“It’s all about interacting with both
residents as well as those who might be
here on a tourist trip or whatnot,” he
said. “It’s a tradition, to tell you the
truth.”

not always just a problem with the fixture or the bulb, making the restoration process more challenging.
“The repairs to that infrastructure
are not as simple as replacing a lamp
and a streetlight,” Mayrl said.
DPW is considering trying to get
money for infrastructure replacement
along the mall included in the budget
for the 2014 fiscal year. Mayrl estimated that this work would cost approximately $3 million. However, he said
that the popularity and frequent use
of the mall made it a difficult place to
do these types of intrusive repairs.
“This is very heavily traveled,” he
said. “We need to do outreach. We
want to work with our neighborhood
groups and the abutting residents who
are going to be most impacted by this.”
Fenter was skeptical about whether
money for the mall’s infrastructure
would make it through this summer’s
round of budget talks. He was also
upset with how long it was taking to

get the lights fixed and the difficulty he had in determining which
government agency was responsible
for the repairs. Fenter said he had
been working on this issue for
about two and a half years.
“Personally, I think the biggest
issue is accountability,” he said.
Mayrl said he understood these
frustrations but emphasized that
fixing many of these lights was a
complex process.
“I wish we could fix this
overnight as well, but unfortunately
it’s the nature of the repairs which
are just pretty tricky,” he said.
Margaret Pokorny, chair of the
Commonwealth Mall Committee,
agreed with Fenter about the wait
but was pleased that work was
being done.
“This has been a long, very long
time that a lot of these lights have
been out,” she said. “We’re delighted that it’s being addressed.”

